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  <h1>Intro to Pokemon Cards</h1> 
 
    Welcome to the world of Pokemon! There are tons of Pokemon cards to collect. Pokemon 
cards all have health. All have attacks and almost all of them do damage. Rare cards include 
holographics, EXs, GXs, megas, full-arts, rainbow rares, shinies, full-arts, Vs, V-maxs, and prism 
stars, and gold cards. So lets get started! 
 
<h2>Holographics</h2> 
     
    Holographics are are cards that look different from regular cards. They can have different 
looking backgrounds. 
    <img src="moltres.jpeg" alt="moltres" style="float:right";> 
    <a href="exsgxsmegasandfullarts.html">link text</a> 
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    <h2>Gold Cards</h2> 
     
  Golds cards are not real cards made of gold. They are special cards and are very rare. 
    <img src="goldfrosmoth.jpeg" alt="goldfrosmoth" style="float:right";> 
     
    <h2>Rainbow Rares</h2> 
     
    A rainbow rare is a very special card. It is one of the rarest cards in history. Only some cards 
can be found in rainbow rare forms. 
     
    <img src="rainbowgumshoos.jpeg" alt="rainbowgumshoos";> 
    <a href="prismstarsandshinies.html">link text</a> 
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    <h2>Prism Stars</h2> 
     
    Prism stars are special cards with stars in the middle. They are rare and have no special 
moves. 
     
    <img src="prismtapukoko.jpeg" alt="prismtapukoko" style="float:right";> 
     
    <h2>Shinies</h2> 
     
    Shiny cards are also called holofoil cards. They will look different from the regular pokemon. 
But it's ok. Shinies are very rare cards and they are suppose to look like that and there is 
nothing wrong with them at all. Tjhis can apply to any card expect rainbow rares. 
     
<img src="shinygyrados.jpeg" alt="shinygyrados"> 
    <a href="vsandvmaxs.html">link text</a> 
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    <h2>Vs</h2> 
    Vs are kind of like a Ex. There isn't much difference. These can come in full art forms. 
    <img src="mopekov.jpeg" alt="morpekov" style="float:right";> 
     
    <h2>Vmaxs</h2> 
     
  Vmaxs are very strong forms of Vs. 
    They have a lot of health and do tons 
    of damage. They can also come in  
    rainbow rare form. 



    <img src="meowthvmax.jpeg" alt="meowthvmax"> 
    <a href="theend.html">link text</a> 
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    <h1>The End</h1> 
    Thank you for looking at my content. I appreciate it. Here are my top 5 favorite cards. 
   <img src="ZandRtagteam.jpeg" alt="ZandRtagteam"> 
    <img src="GandZtagteam.jpeg" alt="GandZtagteam"> 
    <img src="cinderaceV.jpeg" alt="cinderaceV"> 
    <img src="incineroarGX.jpg" alt="incineroarGX"> 
    <img src="inteleonV.jpeg" alt="inteleonV"> 
    <a href="index.html">link text</a> 
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